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TDDD23 - Design and Programming of Computer Games Project: Game design document Jérémie Yardin



Presentation of the game The game described in this document is basically a 2 dimensional Beat ‘em up with RPG’s elements. The player controls a character that can move on a 2 dimensional space. Waves of enemies come to him to beat him and he has to defend himself. Fortunately, our hero is a martial art expert and has several ways to knock out his enemies. The game is divided into different levels. Each level is divided into several sequences where enemies are coming for the main character. At the end of a sequence, the player can enter into the next sequence. The purpose of the game is to go through each sequence, get rid of all the enemies and fight the final boss of the level.



Game type analysis Beat ‘em up’s aspects The game is a Beat ‘em up. This kind of game can be more generally categorized as actioncombat games: the goal is to destroy enemies controlled by the computer. It requires more skills, reflexes and knowledge about the gameplay than cognition. A beat ‘em up game takes place in a large level with a horizontal scrolling. Here are the basic features usually presents in this kind of games: - The player as an energy bar which decrease when he is hit by an enemy - There is a combo count - The player can retrieve lives and health all along the way - Timing is very important to get higher scores - There is usually a boss at the end of a level



RPG’s aspects The game will also feature RPG’s elements. These elements will mainly be the leveling of the main character and the choice of different way of combat as he is gaining experience. An important point is to let the player build his own character by choosing which aspects of his character he wants to improve. The player can thus choose how his character will evolve. The game designer just gives rules and limits for this evolution.
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Game balance Literature gives some ideas for balancing such a game. One way is to send a lot of stupid enemies against the player and use the number of these enemies to adjust the difficulty of the game. Thus, the player feels stronger and more satisfied to win an unequal combat. Another way is to use fewer enemies but smarter ones. The challenge is here to understand the strategy in order to beat the enemy. Because it is easier and faster to implement, I will mainly use the first option. But occasionally, smarter enemies could be used (like for end-level bosses and small bosses). The game should have also a smooth learning curve. This means that a player should be able to improve his skills regularly as he is progressing in the game.



Technical aspects In such a fighting game, some technical aspects are also very important. Because these kinds of game are very reflex-sensitive, the animation and the responsiveness of the character have a great influence on how the player feels the game. The player has to see that the action he asked is instantly transcribed on the screen. Thus, the game will be as reactive as possible.



Graphical aspects The game will show a 2 dimensional 3/4 view. The main character can move in 4 directions: up, down, left and right. The player progresses from the left to the right. The area should be quite big in comparison with the size of the main character in order to be able to show a big amount of enemies. Here are examples of the graphic aspect in similar games:



Figure 2: Streets of Rage Figure 1: Double Dragon
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The main difference between our game and these examples will be the viewable area. I expect to have a bigger area in order to see more enemies. The character animation will be as good as possible (for a 1 man/1 month development) and should reward the player when he achieves a combo or a special attack.



Player experience One first basic experience of every fighting game for the gamer is to let off stream and relax playing the game. The player can also get deeper into the gameplay and discover the possibilities offered by the game. This gameplay will be at first very accessible if the player has already played a fighting game before. After the beginning of the game, the player may encounter difficulties killing his opponents and will be given some advices to solve these situations. He will thus gradually discover the possibilities of the gameplay through a constant challenge. This constant challenge will prevent the player from getting bored. The player will get rewards when he achieves a special attack or a combo in the form of a graphical reward and extra experience points. Each end-level boss will be a strategic challenge: the player will have to discover how to fight this opponent in order to beat him. Each level should be a real challenge for the player and thus will be quite difficult. But the game should not be too frustrating. A checkpoint system will allow player not to restart a level from the beginning if he dies. Because it’s also a RPG, the player will enjoy seeing his character getting stronger and stronger with the experience system. He may also be interested in following the story of the main character. He will discover a bit more of this story between each level.



Gameplay In this chapter, I’m going to describe the specific elements of gameplay for this game.



Game system overview When the game starts, the player arrives at the game title page. He has to choose between creating a new game, loading a saved game and exiting the program. At the beginning of the game, the player chose on a map the level he wants to play. If it’s a new game, only the first level will appear. If it’s a saved game, the player can play every level he has already finished. This way, he can trains or do some leveling in older levels. Once he has entered the level, he controls a character and has to fight against waves of enemies into successive sequences. When he has finished beating a wave of enemies, he can go to the next sequence of the game just by walking to the next screen. There will be few checkpoints in each level so that the player doesn’t have to restart the level from the beginning if he dies.
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The advice system will work as follows: when the player encounters difficulties beating an opponent, the thoughts of the character will at some point appears on the screen and give tips to the player (“maybe if I use a high kick…”) so that the player is never blocked in the game.



Beat ‘em up’s elements In order to offer a good combat experience, the game should feature various ways of hitting an opponent. The basic attacks should be present: high kick, low kick, high punch or low punch. Depending on the opponent you are fighting, each kind of attack is more or less efficient. With this, I can introduce a first parameter of the learning curve: knowing the enemy. Each kind of attack should be equally efficient on the first opponents at the beginning of the game. Deeper in the levels, new enemies will appear and will be less sensitive at some attacks. Another element which is often present in this kind of game is the combo system. In this game, the combo system will be very important. Depending on the kind of enemies the player has to deal with, he should use different kind of combos and special attacks. For example: if there are a lot of weak enemies, he should use combos that do area damages; if there is fewer but strong and solid opponents, he should eliminate them one by one and use combos that do targeted damages. This represents another element of the learning curve: knowing your combos and your special attacks.



RPG’s elements As in every RPG, the game will feature an experience bar. Each time you kill an opponent, you gain experience points. Depending on how you eliminate him (variety of attacks, using of combos, etc.) the amount of experience point will vary. Once you have reached a new level, you unlock skill points and you have access to new kind of combos. An important aspect of the game is that the main character will be heavily customizable. He will have to distribute skill points between different parameters: health, speed or strength. As he reaches new level, he can choose new combos or special attack he wants to learn or improve. These features contribute in the player’s reward: the more he plays, the stronger becomes his character. The player also will regularly discover new aspect of the game and it prevents him from getting bored. Items will also be present in the game. The character will be able to collect items on the ground (like health or some skill bonus) and stock a few in a bag so that he can use them when he wants.



References: - Wikipedia.org - The Art of Computer Game Design, Chris Crawford - Game Design second edition, Bob Bates - GameDev.net, Game Design section 4
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